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Introduction:  
 
 I am an architect running with round 23 years experience, running my own firm for 12, working in 
particular with intensification/ townhouses and apartments (over 165 units completed over the last 12 
year and many coming). 
 
I attended the mediation on sustainability/ water conservation & life stage rules & found it very valuable; 
less so the session on acoustic insulation as there were no acoustic specialists there who could discuss 
the issue (it was fairly last minute). 
 
Below are the items I believe still need to remedied form the revised CCC district plan that was issued 
9/3/15 (Revised Proposal - Residential (14) - Council - 9 March 2015 – 25933319) 
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Specific Rules: 
 

1) sustainability/ water conservation & life stage rules: I am highly in support of the council & 
CERAs proposal to drop these rules, they would have added large extra cost, red tape and 
created a huge number of resource consents. At mediation CCC/CERA are talking about 
introducing these rules in an incentive form, this is a far better way to do it than compulsion. 
Quite how this incentive form would work is to be determined. 
 

2) Acoustic Insulation Rules (14.2.3.15, 14.3.3.16, 14.7.4.10)  
 

a) I noticed recently that the acoustic rules near a arterial or minor arterial or collector road now 
apply to all residential zones (i.e.: what used to be called L1, L2 ,L3)- I missed it first time, the 
rule is bad enough when it was just what was called L3/L4, now it will apply to all houses, 
hotels, motels ,resthomes etc.  

b) There are an awful lot of collector and arterial routes in Christchurch, from preliminary analysis 
of a typical ‘block’ it could effect 30-33% of residential sites (see figure A at end, and where 
the block was taken from. A block was based on all sites within 4 collector/ arterial roads. Note 
that not all houses off a collector road might be effected- its within 20m of the lane itself (so 3m 
footpath + 2.5 parking zone= 14.5m off street boundary) so a house set 14.5m off street 
boundary wouldn’t be effected) 

c) the off the shelf rule (section 14.10.1) is very expensive and not really set up for what is pretty 
much mandatory double glazing these days, the way the glazing rule is written in 14.10.1 (see 
bottom of email) im pretty sure it doesn’t work with standard aluminium joinery units- its too 
thick, sarking/ mono pitch roofs are also expensive 

d) If you cant comply easily you will need a resource consent (say $1500) and acoustic report 
(round $800-1500 + time delay) then the cost of the upgrading glass/ skillion roof (anyones 
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guess but I suspect there would be little change from $1500- $3000 or so). There appears to 
have been no analysis by the paid consultants on what these costs would be 

e) I cant wait to see a hapless resident rebuilding their own house needing a resource consent & 
maybe an acoustic consultant as their house is within 20m of a collector road  

f) If this does effect round 30% of sites, and will often result in resource consent then the rule will 
present an issue with the council goal of avoiding a large amount of resource consents 

g) Potential solutions are (I like option i) 
i) get rid of the rule- people can chose to live on a busy road, they don’t go in blind & they 
should be able to chose if they want to spend extra money upgrading their construction to 
provide acoustic insulation, some people don’t care or don’t have the money. If the council 
wishes to provide some support or help to homeowners it could be an item added to PIM’s & 
LIM’s saying something like: your site is on a collector/ arterial road. You may wish to upgrade 
your building to reduce internal noise see www….(suitable web site with guidelines which could 
be updated) 
ii) engage an acoustic engineer to rewrite the off the shelf rule set out in 14.10.1 to reflect 
current building code rules- from what I’ve seen its the bedrooms where the acoustic engineer 
requires a higher level of acoustic insulation. I suspect rewriting 14.10.1 is a good idea anyway 
if it is also used in airport/ other high noise areas. Even better would be to have a 3 stage 
system as is used currently for the thermal area of the building code. Level 1 –straight off the 
shelf solution, very conservative, level 2- a basic calculation method provided by council via a 
consultant acoustic engineer with a worked model, less conservative that an architect/ designer/ 
owner could do themselves level 3- engage acoustic consultant  
 

3) 14.3.3.3 Site coverage for residential medium density: ‘The maximum percentage of the net 
site area covered by buildings shall be 45 percent.’ The definition of ‘building’ is too broad- 
(form definitions ‘any structure or part of a structure whether permanent, moveable or 
immoveable ‘) would it include decks? Eaves & gutters? If these are included they will have 
some nasty effects on design eg: no eaves, no decks or worse you wont have medium density. 	  

 
This rule need to be further defined like to add to building the exclusions set out in 14.2.3.4 
Site coverage.	  “except eaves less than 600mm, decks, terraces, balconies, porches, 
verandahs, bay or box windows (supported or cantilevered) which: where greater than 800 
millimetres above ground level and/or covered or roofed, are in total no more than 6m2 in area 
for any one site or unit i.e.: so that each proposed unit could do a deck 6sqm that didn’t count 
as building area. If decks are included in site coverage then developers will try and avoid them	  	  
 

4) 14.3.3.4 Outdoor living space (& all the other mentions throughout the plan similar to 
this) Propose: modify1. Minimum private area:16sqm on ground 9sqm via balcony 2. altered 
clauses 2) & 3) to include 2 bedroom units with minimum private area of 20sqm & minimum 
private balcony area of 9sqm. Commentary:  

it is good the rule allows less for 1 bedroom/studio but should also add for 2 bedroom units, 
which are very unlikely to have families living there, and far less occupants than a 3+ bedroom 
unit. This does not complicate much as the rules are already written and allow more flexiiblity  

The size of upper level decks at 16sqm is too big eg: 4 x 4m or 2 x 8m or 10.6 x 1.5m is 
unfeasible. Reduce this to 9sqm eg: 3x3sqm 4.5 x 2m or or 1.5 x 6m (even this is more than 
enough) 

5) 14.2.3.4 Site coverage for residential zone (RS etc): need to add back rule allowing 40% 
cover for single storey & less than 5.5m high. A single storey dwelling is less expensive & has 



less bulk and blocking of sunlight than a 2 storey building. At 40% over 35% this would allow 
say on a 450sqm site a 180sqm house over a 157sqm single level house. That’s the difference 
between a comfortable 3 bedroom, double garage house (maybe even a study) and a pretty 
tight one.  



Fig A: Study of typical ‘block’ in yellow are sites that are adjacent a collector/aerterial 



 
fig B: where typical block was taken from 




